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By Juha Pakkala
(Department of Biblical Studies, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 33, FIN-00014 Helsinki)
According to the Book of Kings, Israel’s gravest transgression,
which eventually also caused its destruction, was Jeroboam’s sin(s),2 de-
scribed in I Reg 12,26–33. With some exceptions3 the Israelite kings and
the people are said to have continued in this sin throughout the exist-
ence of the kingdom. It is commonly assumed that the sin originally
referred to the construction of the cultic places at Bethel and Dan but es-
pecially to the golden bulls that Jeroboam constructed in these places.4
Some scholars assume that only the bulls were meant in the oldest text,5
and that the reference to the high places, the tvmb, is a later develop-
ment. Although the literary history of the passage is debated, the bulls
are unanimously regarded as the oldest and most integral part of
12,26–33.6 Other themes of the passage are variously regarded as later
developments.
1 Traditionally one has referred to calves, but a more appropriate translation would be
young bulls.
2 I–II Reg variably uses the plural and singular when referring to Jeroboam’s sin(s). The
plural is more often used than the singular, but it is not always clear which one is
meant: In I Reg 13,2; II Reg 3,3; 13,2.6.11; 17,22 the plural is used but a suffix refers
to the sin(s) in the singular (hnmm or hb). This may suggest that the singular is original
but was later changed. It would be logical that Jeroboam’s sin was originally a single
issue, but when later editors attributed more sins to him, the plural began to be used.
3 The reigns of Ela, Tibni and Shallum were very short, which may be the reason that a
regular evaluation for their reigns is missing. Israel’s last king, Hoshea is also treated
differently.
4 For example, J. Werlitz, Die Bücher der Könige, NSK.AT 8, 2002, 131.
5 Thus e.g., G. Hölscher, Das Buch der Könige, seine Quellen und seine Redaktion, in: H.
Schmidt (ed.), ΕΨΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΡΙΟΝ. FS H. Gunkel, FRLANT 36, 1923, 158–213, here
183; A. Jepsen, Die Quellen des Königsbuches, 19562, 6; V. Fritz, Das erste Buch der
Könige, ZBK 10/1, 1996, 127–128.
6 For example, R. Kittel, Bücher der Könige, HAT 1/5, 1900, 107–111; C. Steuernagel,
Lehrbuch der Einleitung in das AT, 1912, 361–362; M. Noth, Überlieferungsgeschicht-
liche Studien, 1968, 282–283; G. Hentschel, 1. Könige, NEB 10, 1984, 86–87;
G. H. Jones, 1 and 2 Kings, NCBC, 1984, 258; R. Kratz, Die Komposition der er-
zählenden Bücher des Alten Testaments, UTB 2157, 2000, 168.
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Much of the debate has dealt with the question of whether the pas-
sage is Deuteronomistic or pre-Deuteronomistic. An important theme
has also been its historicity. Many scholars have asked if the text pre-
serves an early tradition, and if so, how much does it reflect historical
circumstances.7 It has also been discussed whether the bulls are an in-
vention by the Deuteronomistic history writer or whether their origin is
older. Some scholars have argued that they were invented by the history
writer,8 whereas most scholars, especially in earlier research, have as-
sumed that the bulls have a historical background in the cult at Bethel or
elsewhere in the Northern Kingdom.9 In the latter case, the bulls would
derive from an early source. Nevertheless, it is generally assumed that
the passage, in its current form, contains Deuteronomistic phraseol-
ogy10 or that it »serves deuteronomistic propaganda well.«11
The meaning and function of the bulls have also drawn consider-
able scholarly attention.12 It has been widely discussed whether they
were idols, gods or places (postaments) where the presence of a god was
visualized.13 The question whether they were representations of a Ca-
naanite, syncretistic, Baalistic or Yahwistic cult has also been signifi-
cant. No consensus has emerged on these questions, but most scholars
have assumed that the bulls violated the first and/or the second com-
mandment of the Decalogue as well as the commandment to sacrifice
only in one place, Deut 12.14 Other scholars assume that the bulls only
violated the cult centralization and that the connection with the first
7 Some scholars assume that the author did not use any sources, e.g., S. McKenzie, The
Trouble with Kings: The Composition of the Book of Kings in the Deuteronomistic
History, VT.S 42, 1991, 58–59, whereas others assume that sources were used, e.g.,
W. Dietrich, Prophetie und Geschichte. Eine redaktionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung
zum deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerk, FRLANT 108, 1972, 114–119.
8 Thus, e.g., H.-D. Hoffmann, Reform und Reformen. Untersuchungen zu einem grund-
thema der deuteronomistischen Geschichtsschreibung, 1980, 73; Kratz, Komposition,
168; Werlitz, Könige, 131.
9 C. F. Burney, Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Kings, 1903, 176; J. A. Mont-
gomery, The Books of Kings, 1951, 255; J. Debus, Die Sünde Jerobeams, FRLANT 93,
1967; 38–39; Noth, Studien, 282–285; M. Cogan, 1 Kings, AncB, 2000, 357–364.
10 Hoffmann, Reform, 59; McKenzie, Kings, 58–59; Fritz, Könige, 137–138.
11 Thus G. Knoppers, Two Nations under God: The Deuteronomistic History of Solomon
and the Dual Monarchies, vol. 2., HSM 53, 1994, 37, and M. Sweeney, I & II Kings,
2007, 175–178.
12 For discussion, see Kittel, Könige, 108–109; Jones, Kings, 258; Simon DeVries,
1. Kings, WBC, 1985, 162–163; Fritz, Könige, 137–138, Cogan, Kings, 358.
13 Sweeney, Kings, 177, assumes that the bulls »depict … the mount on which YHWH
rides.«
14 E.g., Werlitz, Könige, 133 and Sweeney, Kings, 178.
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and second commandment was created later.15 The phrase ,yrjm /rXm
„vlih r>X lXr>y „yhlX hnh is especially puzzling. It is evident that the
events described in Exodus are assumed as the background, but is has
been debated whether it refers to Yahweh or to other gods. The amount
of discussion on I Reg 12,26–33 is understandable, because of its im-
portance for the whole I–II Reg as well as for understanding the cult
practiced in Israel. The passage could provide significant information
about the intentions and motifs of the history writer, but also of the
other authors and editors of I–II Reg.
On the basis of disturbing repetitions, especially in vv. 32–33, it is
clear that the passage was edited, and accordingly hardly any scholar
has assumed that the text does not contain any editing.16 However, there
is no consensus on the extent of the editing, although most scholars see
problems in at least vv. 31–33. A great variety of literary critical sol-
utions have been offered.
Contrary to the starting point in previous research, I will argue that
the bulls are a late addition to I Reg 12,26–33. The arguments for this
view rise out of the passage itself, but considerations from other texts in
I–II Reg will provide support. Jeroboam seems to have been connected
with bulls only at a very late stage in the development of these books.
Prior to their addition, Jeroboam’s sin probably only referred to the
construction of the temples on the high places. The oldest text of the
passage seems to have been unaware of Bethel as well. I will concentrate
on the bulls in this paper, but for a clearer understanding, the entire pas-
sage in I Reg 12–13, as well as other related passages in I–II Reg, will
also be discussed.
Literary Criticism of I Reg 12,26–33
I Reg 12,26–33 contains several problems that imply that the text
is the result of considerable editorial activity. The number of conflicting
literary critical solutions is usually already an indication of heavy edi-
ting (cf. II Reg 23), and a closer look at the text corroborates the suspi-
cion that successive hands have been working on these verses. Without
any particular connection, the building account in I Reg 12,25 is fol-
lowed by a description of the cultic problem that Jeroboam faced after
he had declared independence from Jerusalem. The king was worried
15 Thus, e.g., S. Petry, Die Entgrenzung JHWHs. Monolatrie, Bilderverbot und Mono-
theismus im Deuteronomium, in Deuterojesaja und im Ezechielbuch, FAT 27, 51–54,
405, and C. Levin, Die Frömmigkeit der Könige von Israel und Juda, in: J. Pakkala/
M. Nissinen (ed.), Houses Full of All Good Things, Essays in Memory of Timo Veijola,
PFES 95, 2008, 138–139.
16 With some exceptions, such as Burney, Notes, 176–177.
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that after the separation of the kingdoms, the Israelites would continue
to go to Jerusalem to sacrifice in Yahweh’s temple, and that it would
eventually lead them to abandon him and return to Rehabeam and to
the House of David.
The text in vv. 26–27 is otherwise unproblematic,17 but there is a
disturbing repetition inside v. 27:18
lX vb>v yngrhv hdvhy „lm ,ibxr lX ,hyndX lX h]h ,ih bl b>v
hdvhy „lm ,ibxr
The same idea is repeated, partly word-for-word, but with some dif-
ferences in nuance. The reintroduction of Rehabeam as the king of Judah
is unnecessary and unmotivated. Also, the repetition of b>v in the be-
ginning is suspect, as many later editors began an expansion with a word
or sentence from the older text. The repetitions suggest that the text was
not written by one author. More probably the shorter reference of a re-
turn to Rehabeam is original, because its addition would be unnecessary
as it does not provide any additional information. In contrast, the longer
reference adds details and shifts the perspective. In the shorter reference
Jeroboam states, in a rather neutral way, that the Israelites, if they go
to Jerusalem to sacrifice, would return to Rehabeam. In the longer one,
however, Jeroboam calls Rehabeam their lord, thus acknowledging that
Rehabeam is the real king of the Israelites and that he himself is a
usurper. It also contains the idea that Jeroboam was afraid that he would
be killed. In other words, an editor wanted to give the impression that
Jeroboam was also a coward, a significant insult in any Semitic culture.
Since it is unlikely that the repetition was created by one author and since
it is unlikely that the shorter reference to Rehabeam, without providing
any new information, would have been added later, the longer reference
should be regarded as a later addition.19 It is not surprising that the LXX
secondarily omits hdvhy „lm ,ibxr lX vb>v, because this sentence be-
came unnecessary after the expansion.20 To assume that the LXX repre-
sents the older text and that the shorter reference is an addition would
run into difficulties in explaining why it was added at all.
17 However, Kratz, Komposition, 168, assumes that v. 26b is a later gloss, but it is diffi-
cult to find any literary critical arguments for this opinion.
18 Parallels between texts are underlined.
19 Kratz, Komposition, 168, assumes that v. 27b is also an addition, but it is difficult to
find arguments for this opinion. Taking out v. 27b would leave the ,X-sentence at the
beginning of v. 27a hanging in the air.
20 Most scholars acknowledge that the LXX represents a later development, e.g., Noth,
Studien, 267, but some scholars, e.g., DeVries, Kings, 160–161, assume that the read-
ing in the MT is the result of a dittography. This is improbable because also b>v is re-
peated, which means that the copyist would have had to repeat this word, then skip a
section and repeat another section again and finally skip yngrhv.
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Although scholarship has unanimously assumed that the bulls
are part of the oldest text, there are several reasons to assume that
bh] ylgi yn> >iyv in v. 28aβ21 begins a large expansion that extends till
the end of v. 30.22 Jeroboam’s main problem, as described in vv. 26–27,
is that, despite the political separation of Israel and Judah, the people
would continue to go to Jerusalem to sacrifice in Yahweh’s temple.
Jeroboam seeks to find a solution to this problem, but vv. 28–30 do not
deal with sacrifices or the temple at all. Instead, in these verses Jero-
boam wants to show that the gods (note the plural „vlih in v. 28) of the
Israelites are in fact in Bethel and Dan and that they should go to these
places instead of Jerusalem. This would solve Jeroboam’s problem, but
the whole issue is now put on another level, because the Yahweh of Je-
rusalem is in fact replaced here. The author of vv. 28–30 seems to have a
different interest than the author of v. 27aα, since the original question
is not really addressed. The author of v. 30, where the result of building
calves is described, does not seem to be primarily interested in the sac-
rifices or the temple. The people go to Bethel and Dan, but a reference to
sacrifices and its location is missing. Jeroboam’s original question does
not correspond to the interests of the author behind vv. 28–30, and
therefore it is unlikely that this author is behind Jeroboam’s original
question. The bulls are of central importance for him to the extent that
the original text and the sacrifices in the temple of Jerusalem, which had
to be given an alternative, were forgotten. A more fitting solution to Je-
roboam’s problem is found in v. 31a, as we will see later on.
Some scholars have also pointed out that the style of describing the
cultic measures in vv. 28–30 differs from that of vv. 31–33. For example,
Hoffmann notes that vv. 28–30 are written as a short scene where the
construction of the bulls is described in many words, whereas Jero-
boam’s other cultic measures are provided as a summarizing list.23 Des-
pite his observation, he fails to conclude that there is a literary critical
problem between these two sections.
21 „lmh /ivyv in v. 28aβ should obviously refer to Jeroboam, but the last king mentioned
in v. 27 is Rehabeam, and therefore one would expect the name of Jeroboam to be re-
peated here. However, concluding on that basis that v. 28aα is an addition would not
solve anything because the following text does not specify the subject until v. 32. In
other words, since the subject is not reintroduced after v. 27, it would – strictly speak-
ing – be Rehabeam. Of course, the context does not leave any doubt that Jeroboam is
constantly meant after v. 27.
22 Kratz, Komposition, 168, has suggested that vv. 28b and 30b are later additions, but
according to his chart on p. 192 v. 29 is also an addition. Neither of the suggestions is
supported by arguments.
23 Hoffmann, Reform, 72.
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As a further argument that the bulls have been added, one should
point out that v. 31a does not specify who the subject was. Of course
Jeroboam was meant, but after the addition, the last singular masculine
noun is the people. Therefore, the original author of v. 31a assumed that
in the previous text, the last subject would unambiguously be Jeroboam.
If vv. 28–30 derived from the same author, he should have reintroduced
the subject. Some Greek manuscripts have added the subject, but this is
evidently a later development caused by the ambiguity with the subject.
A further technical indication suggesting that we are dealing with an
addition is the double beginning of >iyv in v. 28aβ and 31 because an
expansion was often begun with a word from the older text in order to
facilitate the return to it after the expansion.
One should further note that vv. 28aβ–30 (without „lmh /ivyv)
form a closed unit that ends with a condemnation that what Jeroboam
did was a sin: tXuxl h]h rbdh yhyv. One receives the impression that
this was Jeroboam’s sin, although the list of Jeroboam’s sins continues in
vv. 31–33. The sentence seems to be out of place in the current text.
However, the same sentence is found word-for-word in 13,34,24 and,
as noted by Montgomery, 12,30a is »an evident interpolation from
13,34.«25 The repetition of elements from the older text is typical of
later editors who try to tie an expansion to the older text. 12,30a is fol-
lowed by a description in v. 30b of what happened after Jeroboam’s
measures. The author has left the presently described situation and
refers to the future, to a situation after the bulls had been put in place:
people started going to Bethel and Dan. Verse 30 ignores that Jero-
boam’s measures to hinder people from going to Jerusalem continue in
v. 31. As a whole, v. 30 was written as a conclusion to the episode as it
ends with a situation where everything is already condemned and con-
cluded. The author evidently had primarily the bulls in mind.
The conclusive nature on this verse has been noted by some
scholars but they have concluded that v. 30 must be the original con-
clusion of the passage and that v. 31–33 were added later.26 However,
this is unlikely because it would leave the whole passage without any
solution to the problem with sacrifices, Jeroboam’s original concern in
24 On the basis that it breaks the connection between v. 29 and 30b, Kittel, Könige, 110;
Hölscher, Könige, 183 and Noth, Studien, 284–285, have suggested that v. 30a is a
later gloss. This is not impossible but it is more probable that the whole of v. 30 was
made as a conclusion to a larger expansion. Verse 30a condemns Jeroboam’s actions
and v. 30b describes the results.
25 Montgomery, Kings, 255. He fails to consider the possibility that the phrase functioned
as a means to attach the expansion to the older text.
26 Thus for example, Jepsen, Quellen, 6; Fritz, Könige, 127–128 and Levin, Frömmigkeit,
138–139.
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v. 27aα. In addition, in view of the constant criticism of the high places
in Judah, it would be unlikely that Jeroboam’s sin would have nothing
to do with these cultic places. This problem is emphasized by the fact
that the bulls are not mentioned in the rest of I–II Reg, as we will see
later. It would mean that the bulls are mentioned only once, and, despite
their constantly being the main sin and eventually the reason for Israel’s
destruction, they are not mentioned again. It is more probable that vv.
28aβ–30 were written by a later editor who had other interests than the
original author to the extent that he provided a different solution for Je-
roboam’s problem. The editor ignored the fact that the issue with sacri-
fices was not yet addressed at all and that Jeroboam’s building activity
continued in v. 31. One should not exclude the possibility that the editor
tried to marginalize the other sins listed in v. 31–33.
After the expansion in vv. 28aβ–30, the original text continued in v.
31a,27 which provides a natural solution for Jeroboam’s problem: tvmb
ytb=tX >iyv,28 he built temples on the high places, so that the Israelites
would not have to go to sacrifice in Jerusalem. Throughout I–II Reg the
tvmb are regarded as places of sacrifice and as a severe challenge to the
temple in Jerusalem, which Deut 12 implies is the only place where the Is-
raelites are allowed to sacrifice. The author of I Reg 12,31a did not spec-
ify which high places were meant, but instead refers to all of them. He
wanted to give the impression that Jeroboam invented and originated the
cult at the high places throughout the Northern Kingdom and that before
him all Israelites had been sacrificing in Jerusalem. Despite the text criti-
cal problems with the singular and the object marker,29 the meaning of v.
31a was not ambiguous to the ancient reader because the later authors
and editors were not uncertain about what was meant by the tvmb ytb.30
27 For Kratz, Komposition, 168, the whole of v. 31 is an addition, but arguments are missing.
28 As noted by many scholars, the original text may have read tvmb ytb or tvmbh ytb,
which corresponds to the readings in the LXX (οκοψ« φ’ χηλν) and Vulgate (fana
in excelsis). The singular of the MT would then be a later corruption. This is also sug-
gested by I Reg 13,32, which uses the plural tvmbh ytb. However, II Reg 17,29.32 uses
the singular tvmbh ytb even when referring to many temples. It is possible that
II Reg 17,29.32 was influenced by the corrupted version of I Reg 12,31, but some
scholars, e.g., Burney, Notes, 178, have suggested that the singular should be read as
a collective noun. This question does not have direct bearing on the main argument
presented here.
29 Since the author was writing in a late context where the country was already full of
tvmb ytb, he anachronistically and mistakenly used the object marker. Its use is not rel-
evant for the arguments presented here, since the problem persists in any literary criti-
cal reconstruction of the passage.
30 For example the author behind I Reg 13,32 referred to Jeroboam’s tvmb ytb as those
were in the cities of Samaria. Similarly also II Reg 17,29 and 23,19, which are evidently
dependent on I Reg 12,26–33.
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Verse 31b begins another expansion that attracted several further
expansions. In fact, 12,31b-13,33a consists of successive additions.
Many scholars have rightly assumed that the whole chapter 13, with
the exception of some sentences at the end of the chapter, is a late
expansion.31 However, contrary to the majority view, it is improbable
that 12,31b-33 contains any vestiges of the basic text. I Reg 12,31b
should be regarded as an addition that was originally placed before
13,33b.
yvl ynbm vyh=Xl r>X ,ih tvjqm ,ynhk >iyv 12,31b
yhyv vdy=tX Xlmy ypxh tvmb ynhk ,ih tvjqm >iyv b>yv 13,33b*
tvmb ynhk32
That we are dealing with two different authors is shown in the way
the same idea is expressed twice using partially identical phraseology
but with fundamental differences in emphasis. According to 13,33b
anyone who wanted could become a tvmb-priest, whereas 12,31b
stresses that the priests that Jeroboam appointed were not Levites. One
should note that the author of 13,33b refers to the tvmb-priests,
whereas 12,31b seems to refer to priests in general. The appointment of
tvmb-priests is logical after 12,31a, where the construction of the tvmb
is described, whereas the author of 12,31b, having a wider perspective,
departs from this theme, and has priests in general in mind. This sug-
gests that 13,33b is more probably part of the original basic text than
12,31b. Many scholars have assumed that 13,33b is a resumptive rep-
etition,33 but because of the expansive and digressive nature of 12,31b
and the close thematic connection between 12,31a and 13,33b, it is
more likely that 13,33b represents the original text.
That the reference to the tvmb-priests is a more integral part of
Jeroboam’s sin than the idea that Jeroboam appointed non-Levite
priests is also corroborated by II Reg 17,32, a passage that describes the
end result of Jeroboam’s sin. As in I Reg 13,33b, a later expansion in
12,33 refers to h>i r>X tvmbh ynhk. It is difficult to see how the author
of this verse could have referred to the tvmb-priests if the older text had
not referred to them. The same applies to II Reg 17,32, which also refers
31 For example, Kittel, Könige, 112–116; Jepsen, Quellen, 5; Debus, Sünde, 35–36; Die-
trich, Prophetie, 114–120; Hentschel, Könige, 86–87; Kratz, Komposition, 168, 192
and Werlitz, Könige, 134.
32 According to Burney, Notes, 185, tvmbl ynhk is impossible because of the singular verb
and he therefore reads tvmbl ynhk. Similarly, I. Benzinger, Die Bücher der Könige,
1899, 94.
33 Thus for example, Steuernagel, Einleitung, 361. Some scholars, e.g., Debus, Sünde, 36;
Noth, Studien, 291–292; E. Würthwein, Die Bücher der Könige I. 1. Kön 1–16, ATD 11/1,
1977, 165–169, have assumed that the expansion does not begin before 12,33.
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to the tvmbh ynhk but not to the fact that the appointed priests in general
were non-Levitical. That II Reg 17,32, is directly dependent on I Reg
12–13
is suggested by word-for-word parallels (tvmb ynhk ,tvjqm ,hl v>iyv).
A comparison between I Reg 12–13 and II Reg 17,28–32 implies that
the author of II Reg 17,28–32 was looking at a version of I Reg 12–13
that contained a reference to the tvmb ynhk, whereas a reference to the
priests in general being non-Levitical, as in I Reg 12,31, is missing. In
other words, later authors in I Reg 12,33 and II Reg 17,28–32 seem to
have referred to I Reg 13,33b and not to 12,31b when discussing the ap-
pointment of priests by Jeroboam. This is a strong argument against the
conventional assumption that 12,31b is older than 13,33b. That the
author II Reg 17,28–32 used a very early version of I Reg 12–13 (see
below) speaks for the assumption that 13,33b belongs to the earliest lit-
erary phases of the passage.
One should further note that in the final text after all the events are
described in 12,31b-33, the appointment of priests in 13,33 is badly out of
context, and it is even more so after 13,1–33a. Immediately after 12,31a,
however, 13,33b would make perfect sense: >iyv tvmb ytb=tX >iyv
tvmb ynhk ,ih tvjqm . I Reg 13,33b does not follow naturally any other
verse in the current passage. It is therefore likely that 12,31a was orig-
inally followed by 13,33b* (without the word b>yv), but was later re-
placed by an editor who repeated the older text almost word for word
but added his own emphasis and ignored the idea of tvmb, thus devel-
oping the text into a new direction. Often an expansion is placed after
the original text, but an addition before the older text is not uncommon
in the Hebrew Bible. The same technique seems to have been used in v.
27 as we have seen. Such expansions often marginalize the older idea in
a more efficient way than if the addition were placed after the expan-
sion. For the editor in 12,31b the idea that the priests appointed by Je-
roboam were not Levites was of such high importance that it was placed
immediately after the construction of the tvmb. The original appoint-
ment of the tvmb-priests was thus placed in a secondary position. Later,
with further expansions in 12,32–33, it was pushed further away from
its original context so that in the final texts its position at the end of
chapter 13 is perplexing. Expansions that emphasize the Levites are
found throughout the Hebrew Bible, and their editors often placed the
additions in very prominent locations so that the meaning of the older
text was often altered.34
34 For example the Levitical editors of Ezra-Nehemiah made radical changes to the older
text. In Neh 8–9 they tried to replace Ezra as the leader of the community. See J. Pak-
kala, Ezra the Scribe. The Development of Ezra 7–10 and Nehemiah 8, BZAW 347,
2004, 153–156, 266–274.
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Verses 32–33 contain disturbing repetitions to the extent that some
scholars have assumed parts of these verses to have been corrupted.35
The problems are evident, for Jeroboam ascends to the altar three times
and the ascension is expressed with the same sentence xb]mh=li liyv.
It should be clear that the repetition cannot derive from the same
author, for it is not motivated by the content. Jeroboam does not de-
scend from the altar between the ascensions and the repetitions are not
restricted to this phrase alone. In addition to the small phraseological
repetitions (see below), with v. 32 the appointment of priests is also ex-
pressed three times in the passage (cf. 12,31b and 13,33b). Although the
possibility of corruptions cannot be excluded, for most of the problems
in these verses literary criticism can provide a solution.
One of the youngest additions may be found in v. 32:
,ylgil xb]l lX=tybb h>i r>X/]k36 xb]mh=li liyv … 32a
h>i r>X
h>i r>X tvmbh ynhk=tX lX=tybb dymihv 32b
… lX=tybb h>i r>X xb]mh=li liyv 33a
Verse 32 (from xb]mh=li liyv) introduces the idea that Jeroboam
ascended to the altar to sacrifice to the bulls and to appoint37 the priests
there. The word-for-word parallels with the following verse suggest that
we are dealing with an addition.38 In the Masoretic text, v. 33a is incom-
prehensible, especially when, in addition to the ascension, the construc-
tion of the altar at Bethel is also unnecessarily repeated. The editor may
have utilized the phrase h>i r>X as a binding element to add the two
new elements. By repeating several of its elements, the editor tried to tie
the expansion to the older text. Returning to the older text, he also re-
peated the sentence from where the expansion was begun (resumptive
repetition). That v. 32b may be an even later addition to v. 32a is sug-
gested by the disturbing repetition of h>i r>X and the unexpected per-
fect dymih.39
35 Thus for example Debus, Sünde, 36.
36 The LXX reads: τ ψσιαστupsilonbreveριον " ποupsilonhookησεν ν Βαιηλ. The Hebrew may repre-
sent a later corruption or, more probably, it is an attempted correction (h>i <]k) to
avoid the repetition of h>i=r>X xb]mh created by the expansions. The priority of the
LXX reading has been suggested by many, e.g., Kittel, Könige, 112.
37 Note that the two other references to the appointment of priests, I Reg 12,31b and
13,33b, use the verb h>i, whereas this verse uses the verb dymih.
38 Burney, Notes, 178, already notes that »there can be little doubt that this latter portion
on v. 32 together with the first three words of v. 33 … represents a very early gloss …«.
39 Many scholars, e.g., Benzinger, Könige, 90, have tried to emend the perfect dymihv to
an infinitive or cons. imperfect to fit the preceding text.
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The purpose of the addition was to emphasize Jeroboam’s sin:
he sacrificed to the bulls and personally appointed the illegal priests.
The editor wanted to bring the bulls to the foreground. That the bulls
are an expansion in v. 32 is very significant in view of the conclusion
that the bulls in vv. 28–30 are also an addition. The suspicion that the
bulls are not part of the oldest text of 12,26–33 is therefore further cor-
roborated.
Verse 33 is confusing as it again repeats the ascension to the altar.
According to v. 33abα, Jeroboam ascended to the altar on the 15th of the
eighth month and invented a new feast. The repetition indicates that we
are dealing with a further addition. However, v. 33bβ cannot function
alone, since then the text would not say where Jeroboam ascended
to the altar. Moreover, the following text in 13,1ff., a later addition as
assumed by most scholars, is dependent on the idea that Jeroboam
was in Bethel and had ascended the altar there in order to sacrifice
(v. 1). This suggests that the older text in 12,32–33 was as follows:
ryuqhl lX=tybb h>i=r>X xb]mh=li liyv. In this case, the latter
xb]mh=li liyv in v. 33bβ would be the editor’s attempt to return to the
older text after adding the feast and the exact date when all this hap-
pened. At least 13,1ff. seems to be unaware of any feast, but it instead
continues directly from a very concrete situation where Jeroboam has
just ascened to the altar at Bethel. A comment about the feast would dis-
turb this connection.
However, one should note that Jeroboam’s sacrifice in v. 33bβ and
his being in Bethel in the first place has no function without 13,1ff. This
suggests that the same editor who is behind the scene at the altar in
13,1ff. also wrote ryuqhl lX=tybb h>i=r>X xb]mh=li liyv in
12,32–33. A further editor then added the feast and the exact date it was
celebrated. This is clearly dependent on the other reference to the feast
mentioned in v. 32aα, which may have been added earlier.
References and Allusions to the Bulls in I–II Reg
Before drawing all the threads together from the literary critical ob-
servations, it is necessary to look at the rest of I–II Reg and investigate
how it relates to I Reg 12,26–13,34. Outside 12,26–33 there are only
two direct references and one possible allusion in the whole of I–II Reg
to Jeroboam’s bulls, which is peculiar considering the frequency with
which Jeroboam’s sin is referred to and the importance of the passage as
describing the main sin that caused Israel’s destruction. In view of the
constant criticism and explicit references to the high places, Ashera,
Baal, altars etc., one would expect the authors and later editors of I–II
Reg to constantly attack the sinful bulls as well. This not being the case,
it is necessary to have a closer look at the two passages which do refer to
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the bulls. They emerge as very late texts, even glosses, which seems to
corroborate many of the literary critical conclusions reached above.
II Reg 10,29 refers to the bulls in connection with Jeroboam’s sin.
However, the secondary nature of v. 29b, which specifies the sin as the
making of golden bulls, is evident and often accepted in research.40
Verse 29b does not form a full sentence and hangs in the air without
a proper grammatical connection to the previous sentence. Since the
author has not made even a modest effort to integrate v. 29b into the
previous sentence, we are probably dealing with a gloss41 or a remark
originally made between the lines or in the margin that was not intended
to be included in the text. The careless nature of v. 29b is also suggested
by the lack of a preposition before Bethel (cf. ,db).
The masc. plural in v. 29a (,ibry yXux) deviates from the typical
fem. plural (tvXux; also singular, see note 2) usually used in connection
with Jeroboam’s sin, which may be an indication of later authorship
for this part of the verse as well. This is also suggested by the fact that
v. 31 contains a reference to Jeroboam’s sin that is partly word-for-word
identical to that found in v. 29a.
hvhy rc Xl lXr>y tX Xyuxh r>X ubn ]b ,ibry yXux qr v. 29a
,hyrxXm
lXr>y tX Xyuxh r>X ,ibry tvXux lim rc Xl … Xvhy v. 31
In view of v. 31, v. 29a is redundant.42 For example, v. 31 uses the
fem. instead of the untypical masculine to refer to the sin(s). It is very
likely that v. 29a is part of a larger addition to the history writer’s text.
The elimination of Ahab’s family is the subject in both v. 17 and v. 30,
and v. 30 continues directly from v. 17 and seems to be unaware of
the events in vv. 18–29. The editor who added vv. 18–28 attempted to
return to the original text in v. 29a by repeating some of its themes and
phraseology. Consequently, v. 29a belongs to a late editorial phase to
which v. 29b was later added as a gloss in a very late stage in the devel-
opment of the text.
II Reg 17 describes the final days and the destruction of Israel. It
is evident that the chapter was heavily edited. Several editors wanted to
give their opinion on why Israel was destroyed, and therefore the result-
ing text contains a series of accusations on how the Israelites had
offended Yahweh or violated his commandments. As a result, various,
and especially cultic, violations are listed in the chapter, and as ex-
40 Benzinger, Könige, 154; E. Würthwein, Die Bücher der Könige II. 1. Kön 17 – 2. Kön 25,
ATD 11/2, 1984, 342–343.
41 Thus for example Würthwein, Könige II, 342–343.
42 But, for example Hölscher, Könige, 196, assumes that II Reg 10,30–31 is an addition
and not v. 29.
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pected, Jeroboam’s sin plays a significant role. It is explicitly mentioned
in vv. 21–23, but these verses do not specify what the sin was. On the
other hand, v. 16 lists the molten idols or the two bulls as one of the gra-
vest sins that caused Israel’s destruction.
Although there is no reference to the bulls being golden, it should
be evident that Jeroboam’s bulls are meant by ,ylgi (,)yn>. However,
the reference is regarded by many as a late gloss, the function of which
was to specify the preceding word hkcm.43 This is suggested by the
contrast between the plural ,ylgi (,)yn> and the singular hkcm. If the
original author of v. 16 had specifically meant Jeroboam’s two bulls,
one would expect a plural such as ,ylgi yn> tvkcm, or equivalent.44 This
would suggest that the author of hkcm did not have Jeroboam’s bulls
in mind, and that the connection was made by a later editor.45 Instead
of Jeroboam’s bulls, the original author of II Reg 17,16a may have
had Aaron’s bull in mind and be dependent on Ex 32, or more probably,
on Deut 9,12. In addition to partly identical phraseology, such as
hkcm ,hl v>i, both Deut 9,12 and II Reg 17,16 regard the making of
the hkcm as a departure from what Yahweh had commanded. Indeed,
the use of the singular hkcm in II Reg 17,16a is difficult to comprehend
without Aaron’s bull. The later editor, disturbed by the ambiguous ref-
erence to a hkcm defined it as the bulls, now referring to Jeroboam’s
bulls, although the original author of II Reg 17,16a more probably had
Aaron’s bull in mind. This development would explain the disagreement
between the singular and plural.46
In addition to the likelihood that ,ylgi (,)yn> is a late gloss to
II Reg 17,16a, it is probable that the whole verse already belongs to the
later editorial stages of I–II Reg. The idea of making a hkcm may be de-
pendent on Deut 9, but also on the general attack on idols, and Deut 9 is
generally acknowledged as a very late text.47 Since II Reg 17,16a refers to
the violation of the commandments and since Ex 34,17 and Lev 19,4 are
the only laws where the making of hkcm is prohibited, it is probable that
43 E.g., Benzinger, Könige, 174; Würthwein, Könige II, 392.
44 Note that the plural tvkcm is used in I Reg 14,9 to refer to the two bulls.
45 The singular hkcm is primarily used in reference to Aaron’s bull: Ex 32,4.8.17;
Deut 9,12.16; Neh 9,18 and Ps 106,19. The singular is often used as a parallel to lcp:
Deut 27,15; Jud 17,3.4; 18,14; Nah 1,4.
46 Hos 13,2 refers to a molten image with the phrase hkcm ,hl v>iyv as well as to the
bulls in the plural. This verse is dependent on the attack on idols as well as on
II Reg 17,16a. The contradiction between the singular hkcm and the plural ,ylgi in
Hos 13,2 may be caused by its dependence on II Reg 17,16. Like II Reg 17,16, Hos 13,1
refers to libh, which corroborates the connection between these passages.
47 See T. Veijola, Das 5. Buch Mose / Deuteronomium: Kapitel 1,1–16,7, ATD 8,1, 2004,
221–229.
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II Reg 17,16 had either one of these laws in mind. This is further suggested
by the similarity in phraseology: ,hl/„l v>it/h>it Xl hkcm yhlX (cf.
hkcm ,hl v>i). Both of these laws are dependent on the late addition
of the Second Commandment to the Decalogue.48 It is therefore evident
that these laws belong to the very late editorial stages of the Pentateuch.
Moreover, the author of II Reg 17,16a seems to have been aware of
different parts of the Pentateuch, which also implies a late origin. One
receives the impression that 17,16a was written in view of the general
attack on idols.49
That II Reg 17,16 belongs to a late stage in the development of
I–II Reg is also shown by its dependence on the nomistic idea that Israel
has to follow Yahweh’s commandments or face destruction. This idea
that Israel abandoned Yahweh’s law is met in several nomistic passages,
especially in the nomistic parenesis of Deuteronomy. The verse further
contains the most common cultic violations that nomistic passages men-
tion: Ashera, Host of Heaven and Baal. The author of 17,16 evidently
paralleled Jeroboam’s sin with these sins. We are dealing with a late
nomistic text, which is also often acknowledged in research. Many
scholars assume that the whole passage from v. 7 to 20 is a large expan-
sion, or a series of expansions, made to the history writer’s text in a late
Deuteronomistic phase.50 Consequently, it seems probable that the basic
text of II Reg 17,16 is a very late text that accuses the Israelites of aban-
doning Yahweh’s law and making idols. It is dependent on late nomistic
texts, on the late parenesis of Deuteronomy, attack on other gods and
the attack on idols. However, only a later editor defined the hkcm as the
two bulls made by Jeroboam, which further confirms that Jeroboam’s
bulls are a very late addition to an already late text.
Although not explicitly mentioning Jeroboam’s bulls, the broader
context of I Reg 14,9 suggests that the author may have been aware of a
version of 12,26–33 that contained the bulls. I Reg 14,9 does not refer
to Jeroboam’s sins, but generally accuses this king of making other gods
and molten images. The tvkcm in this context after I Reg 12 is very
likely a reference to the bulls. It is noteworthy that the author, with the
typical phrase ,yrxX ,yhlX connects the bulls with the other gods. The
48 See M. Köckert, Die Entstehung des Bilderverbotes, in: B. Groneberg – H. Spiecker-
mann (edts.), Die Welt der Götterbilder, BZAW 376, 2007, 272–290, here 276–278.
49 The commandment not to make images is a late addition to the Decalogue; see W. Zim-
merli, Das zweite Gebot, in: idem, Gottes Offenbarung. Gesammelte Aufsätze, 1969,
234–248; C. Levin, Der Dekalog am Sinai, VT 35 (1985), 165–191; Köckert, Entste-
hung, 289–290.
50 Benzinger, Könige, 174 (post-history writer); Hentschel, Könige, 79–83; M. O’Brien,
The Deuteronomistic History Hypothesis: A Reassessment, OBO 92, 1989, 209; al-
ready Jepsen, Quellen, 9, assumed that vv. 7–20 derive from an editor.
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king has made (h>i) himself other gods, which can only refer to the
bulls. I Reg 12,26–33 does not inevitably suggest that the bulls are other
gods. This author is clearly writing in a late context, which is dependent
on the attack on other gods as well as the criticism of the idols.
That I Reg 14,9 was written by a late editor is also suggested by the
curious idea that Jeroboam did more evil than any of his predecessors.
He was the first ruler of the Northern Kingdom and did not have a pre-
decessor. Since the history writer regarded Jeroboam as a usurper, it is
unlikely that Saul, David and Solomon in the South would have been
meant, for they are nowhere judged as having done evil, which the com-
ment »Jeroboam did more evil« implies. The author of 14,9 is already
looking at the whole spectrum of Israelite kings and forgot that he is
dealing with the first one. I Reg 14,9 may have been influenced by I
Reg 16,25 (vynpl r>X lkm iryv) and 30 (vynpl r>X lkm … irh … >iyv)
where the idea makes more sense. After several Israelite kings who were
regarded as sinful in the sense that they continued in Jeroboam’s sins,
Omri’s dynasty, especially Omri (v. 25) and Ahab (v. 30), is regarded as
the origin of many particularly grave sins. It is probable that after Jero-
boam had been made the initiator of the bull cult by an editor, a further
editor paralleled his sins with those of Omri and also adopted the refer-
ence to the preceding kings from there.
It is often assumed that the context of I Reg 14,9 does not belong to
the basic text of the chapter51 and that v. 9 is a late text.52 Many scholars
have argued that 14,1–18 is an addition to the history writer’s text,
and inside this addition, vv. 7–11 would be a further addition.53 Dietrich
has shown that also the basic text of the chapter postdates the history
writer.54 Consequently, 14,9 is part of a late addition to the history
writer’s text. The author is dependent on the attack on idols.55 I Reg 14,9
corroborates the conclusions that only late texts in I–II Reg were aware
of Jeroboam’s bulls.
Considering the references and the probable allusion to the bulls in
I–II Reg, it is very likely that they are all late additions or part of a later
addition to the history writer’s text. In II Reg 10,29 and 17,16, where
Jeroboam’s bulls are explicitly mentioned, the references can even be
51 Noth, Studien, 311; Würthwein, Könige I, 177; Jones, Kings, 269; O’Brien, Deutero-
nomistic, 189; Fritz, Könige, 143–145.
52 Steuernagel, Einleitung, 362.
53 Benzinger, Könige, 95; Hölscher, Könige, 183; Jepsen, Quellen, 6. Hentschel, Könige,
91–92, assumes that vv. 8–9 contain two different Deuteronomistic hands, both post-
dating the history writer.
54 Dietrich, Prophetie, 51–54, 112–114. He ascribes v. 9b to what he calls DtrP.
55 See J. Pakkala, Intolerant Monolatry in the Deuteronomistic History, SESJ 76, 1999,
222.
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characterized as loose glosses. There also seems to be a general consen-
sus on these passages that they do not belong to the history writer’s text
or to any of the earlier editorial phases of I–II Reg. The probable allu-
sion to the bulls in I Reg 14,9 is also a late text.
General Lack of Reference to the Bulls in I–II Reg
The lack of reference to Jeroboam’s bulls is especially peculiar in
I Reg 13,1–32, a later addition to and thoroughly dependent on
12,26–33.56 The chapter never refers to the bulls even in vv. 1–3 where
events at the altar are described. When the man of God denounces the
altar and declares that it will be destroyed, one would expect that the
destruction of the bulls is prophesied or that they would be denounced.
They are completely ignored, although, after 12,28–30, one would ex-
pect that the bulls are the main object in Bethel. One receives the im-
pression that, despite its relatively late origin, the authors and subse-
quent editors of 13,1–32 were unaware of any bulls in 12,26–33. This
suggests that even the later editors active in chapter 13 read a version of
12,26–33 that was not aware of the bulls.
One would expect II Reg 23 to mention the bulls, especially when
practically all other major areas where the Israelites had violated
Yahweh’s commandments are mentioned. Although the bulls were a
particular sin of the north, Josiah’s activity is extended to Bethel and in
vv. 15–16 its high place and the altar are specifically discussed. It is cer-
tainly peculiar that the destruction of the bull of Bethel is not mentioned
in this context, because the destruction and defilement of the altar and
the high place is explicitly and vividly described in these verses. Word-
for-word parallels reveal that these verses are directly dependent on
I Reg 12,26–33. The author clearly had an interest in showing that the
sins of Bethel were completely annihilated by Josiah, and therefore, the
complete silence suggests that the author was not aware of a bull at
Bethel. However, he was aware of a version of I Reg 12–13 that con-
tained a reference to a high place and altar at Bethel.
Since the destruction of the bulls is not found in II Reg 23, one
would certainly expect it in II Reg 17. However, as we have seen, the
chapter refers to the bulls only in connection with a list of issues that vi-
olated Yahweh’s commandments in v. 16. Their destruction is not men-
tioned. In comparison, the destruction of Aaron’s bull is explicitly de-
scribed in Ex 32,20.
56 Many scholars, such as Dietrich, Prophetie, 95–96, have noted the problem, but have
not drawn conclusions from it.
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A further confirmation that Jeroboam’s bulls are a late addition
comes from II Reg 17,28–32, which describes a situation where the new
inhabitants of Samaria had to bring a priest to Bethel so that he could
teach the people how to fear Yahweh. Although there is no explicit refer-
ence to Jeroboam, it is evident that the author(s) is (are) literarily depend-
ent on I Reg 12–13 as the following word-for-word parallels suggest:
,ynrm>h v>i r>X tvmbh tybb vxynyv vyhlX yvg yvg ,y>i vyhyv …
,hyrib yvg yvg
,y>i vyhyv tvmbh ynhk ,tvjqm ,hl v>iyv hvhy=tX ,yXry vyhyv
tvmbh tybb
Particularly interesting is the fact that this passage refers only to
tvmbh tybb and their priests, which corresponds to the above-presented
reconstruction of the basic text of I Reg 12–13, where Jeroboam builds
the high places and appoints their priests. It should be pointed out
that in referring to the appointment of the priests the author of
II Reg 17,28–32 is dependent on I Reg 13,33b (tvmb ynhk ,ih tvjqm
>iyv) and not on I Reg 12,31b. This further corroborates the literary
critical solutions presented above.
II Reg 17,28–32 is often regarded as a difficult text and its connec-
tion to the main editorial phases of I–II Reg has likewise been difficult
to establish.57 In any case, the connection between this passage and
I Reg 12–13 suggests that the author of II Reg 17,28–32 was aware of
an early literary phase of I Reg 12–13, which may imply an early origin
for II Reg 17,28–32 as well.
The silence over the bulls in I–II Reg suggests that they are a late-
comer in the composition. This would explain why even the later nom-
istic authors, who attack idols, Baal, the Ashera, altars, etc., ignore the
bulls. This would place the addition of the bulls to the very youngest
editorial stages I–II Reg.
Why Are Dan and Bethel not Mentioned More Often in I–II Reg
The lack of references to the cultic places in Dan and Bethel in
I–II Reg is a further argument for assuming that I Reg 12,28–30 is a very
late addition. In addition to I Reg 12,28–30, Dan is mentioned only
in I Reg 5,5 (4,25); 15,20 and II Reg 10,29. The first two passages are
irrelevant for our question, as they only refer to the city of Dan without
any mention of a cultic place there. II Reg 10,29 is a late gloss as we
have seen.
57 For example, Würthwein, Könige II, 398–400, assumes that these verses represent a
Sondertradition.
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Bethel is met more often than Dan, twenty times altogether in
I–II Reg, but nine of the occurrences are in I Reg 12–13. Its altar plays a
significant role in I Reg 13, but seems to be unrelated to the bulls. Bethel
is also the setting of the Elijah-Elisha story of II Reg 2, but this passage
does not refer to an illegitimate cult place. Rather than being illegit-
imate, Bethel is presented as an important center for prophets, which
may imply a positive view towards its possible cultic center. It seems
that the author of II Reg 2 was not aware of any condemnation of the
cultic center at Bethel. Nothing in this chapter connects Bethel with Je-
roboam or the events described in I Reg 12–13.
The remaining references to Bethel are in II Reg 10,29; 17,28;
23,4bβ.15–19. Of these passages, II Reg 10,29 has already been dis-
cussed and 17,28 and 23,15–19 are clearly dependent on I Reg 12,26–
13,34, as we have already seen. II Reg 23,15–19 probably used a version
of I Reg 12,26–13,34 that contained the events at the altar in Bethel, but
which may not have contained the bulls.
The idea in II Reg 23,4bβ that the ashes of the burned illegitimate
cultic items should be brought to Bethel is peculiar, but probably de-
pendent on 23,15–16, which describes the defilement of the altar. Verse
4bβ may have been motivated by the idea that these items should also
be ultimately defiled. The connection between verses 4bβ and 15–16 is
corroborated by the shared idea of burning the illegitimate objects
and making them to ashes. In fact, without vv. 15–16, the bringing of
ashes to Bethel in v. 4bβ makes little sense, because the verse itself does
not give any reason why they should be brought to another town. In
any case, v. 4bβ is proably a later gloss, because in v. 4ba the items
are brought to the Kidron valley to be burned there. The idea that the
items are first brought to a valley to be burned there and that the dust
would then be collected and brought to Bethel is bizarre. The connec-
tion with Bethel was therefore very likely made in view of and after
v. 15–16.
Bethel is mentioned in II Reg 17,28, but as we have seen, 17,28–32
was written in view of an early version of I Reg 12–13 that only referred
to the high places and their priests. The importance of the reference
to Bethel in II Reg 17,28 is that the connection between this town
and Jeroboam may have initially been made here. The author of II
Reg 17,28–32 was aware of an early version of I Reg 12,26–13,34, ac-
cording to which Jeroboam built all high places. Bethel being one of the
most important cultic centers of the country and also close to Jerusalem,
the author of II Reg 17,28–32 gave his view on the origins of what he
regarded as an illegitimate priesthood especially in Bethel. Because
according to I Reg 12–13 all high places of the North and their priest-
hoods were illegitimate, it was natural to connect Jeroboam with Bethel.
A later editor, behind I Reg 12,33–13,3 and II Reg 23,15–16 took up
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this connection and created the prophecy to defile the high place and its
altar in Bethel.
The notably low number of references to Dan and Bethel affirm the
conclusion that the bulls are a much later addition to I Reg 12–13. As
expected, Dan, which in I Reg 12,26–33 is mentioned only in vv. 28–30
in connection with the bulls, does not play any cultic role in I–II Reg.
The only reference to Dan in this respect is a late gloss in II Reg 10,29.
Bethel is more important in I–II Reg, which would also be expected on
the basis of the assumption that the altar episode at Bethel was an older
addition to I Reg 12–13 than the addition of the bulls. However, the
number of these passages is also very limited and corresponds well with
the assumed literary history of I Reg 12–13. Outside I Reg 12,28–30
and II Reg 10,29, Bethel is never connected with the bulls. The connec-
tion with the altar is made only in I Reg 13 and II Reg 23,15–19. Bethel,
but not the altar, is mentioned in II Reg 17,28–32, which may indicate
that the connection between Bethel and Jeroboam’s sin was made in this
passage and that a later author created a story where the defilement of
its altar was described.
If one assumes that the bulls were part of Jeroboam’s original sin,
one not only has to deal with the lack of references to the bulls in the
rest of the composition, but also give an explanation for why Dan and
Bethel are also ignored, although on the basis of I Reg 12,28–30 one
would expect them to be one of the most central targets of Deuteronom-
istic criticism. The evidence is clearly against the assumption that Jero-
boam’s original sin referred to the construction of golden bulls at Bethel
and Dan.
Exodus 32 and I Reg 12,26–33
Ex 32 and I Reg 12,26–33 are closely related and literarily depend-
ent. Although it is probable that these passages have influenced each
other, most scholars assume Ex 32 to be generally younger than I Reg 12.
The original idea of making a bull or bulls would derive from the latter
passage.58 However, the conclusion that the bulls are late in I Reg 12 has
an impact on this discussion because it has been assumed that I Reg 12,
with the bulls, is a very early text in the development of the Hebrew
Bible. At the same time, the late features of Ex 32 have been noted. With
these basic assumptions, most scholars have regarded I Reg 12 as the
older text. If the bulls are indeed a latecomer to I Reg 12, the relation-
ship between these passages should be reevaluated.
58 For example, M. Noth, Überlieferungsgeschichte des Pentateuch, 1948, 160; C. Levin,
Der Jahwist, FRLANT 157, 1993, 367.
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Another argument for the priority of I Reg 12 has been the plural
reference to the bull in Ex 32, although only one bull is made. It has
often been assumed that the plural derives from I Reg 12. However, the
plural in Ex 32 is evidently intentional, because exactly where Ex 32 and
I Reg 12,26–33 contain a parallel sentence, Ex 32,4 uses the plural hlX
instead of the hnh of I Reg 12,28 („vlih r>X lXr>y „yhlX hlX/hnh
,yrjm /rXm). If one uses the plural as an argument for the priority of
I Reg 12,28, one would have to explain the intentional change of hnh
to the plural hlX. That the plural is intentional in Ex 32 is also
suggested by the people’s request for Aaron to make gods in v. 1:
vnynpl vkly r>X ,yhlX vnl=h>i. It is probable that we are dealing with
an intentional request to make gods – a violation of the first command-
ment – and when Aaron makes a molten image (hkcm) in the form of a
bull – a violation of the second commandment – the people say that
these are the gods. Although the meaning of the plural is debatable – one
should not exclude some humor on the part of the author – without seri-
ously underestimating the ancient authors, it is very difficult to avoid
the conclusion that the plural in Ex 32,1.4 is intentional.
One should further note that the idea of Yahweh, or in this context
god(s), leading Israel out of Egypt has a natural context in Exodus but is
isolated in I Reg 12 and relatively rare in the whole of I–II Reg as well.
With the verb hli the idea is met only in I Reg 12,28 in these books.59
With the verb Xjy the idea is also rare, appearing only six times.60 More-
over, the function of the statement in 12,28 is puzzling. Why is it im-
portant for the author to make Jeroboam say that these are the gods that
brought Israel out of Egypt? In Ex 32,4 the idea is motivated by the
people’s notion in v. 1 that Moses, who led them out of Egypt, is not
coming back from the mountain and therefore they need someone else
to lead them. The construction of the bull is a substitute for Moses and
his God, Yahweh. The narrative setting of Ex 32 is Israel’s flight from
Egypt, described some chapters earlier. In contrast, in I Reg 12 the idea
of Yahweh’s leading Israel out of Egypt is isolated, which is a further ar-
gument for assuming that the origin of the phrase r>X lXr>y „yhlX
,yrjm /rXm „vlih is in Ex 32, from whence it was adopted to I Reg 12.
Consequently, the original idea of making a golden bull may have
been taken from Ex 32, where it is described as the ultimate fall from
Yahweh. In I Reg 12,28–30 the making of the two golden bulls by Jero-
boam was made the ultimate sin, a departure from the first two com-
mandments of the Decalogue. That the initial idea may have been taken
59 In books from Joshua to 2 Kings ,yrjm /rXm hli is met only in Jos 24,17, Jud 19,30
and I Sam 12,6.
60 Other than 12,28, with the verb Xjy the idea is met only in I Reg 6,1; 8,9.21; 9,9 and
II Reg 17,7.36.
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from Ex 32 does not exclude the possibility that I Reg 12,28–30 later
also influenced Ex 32 in some other details.
Conclusions – The Development of I Reg 12,26–33
The main reasons why Jeroboam’s bulls should be regarded as a
late addition to I Reg 12 can be summarized as follows: Firstly, the bulls
are generally ignored by the later authors in I–II Reg, even though Jero-
boam’s sin is constantly referred to in these books and it is regarded as
the main reason for the destruction of Israel. Secondly, the bulls are an
isolated phenomenon in I–II Reg, whereas the high places are a central
target of criticism. It is evident that the high places are integral to these
books and one of their main themes, whereas the connection of the bulls
to the rest of I–II Reg has been a puzzling question. Thirdly, the immedi-
ate context of I Reg 12 becomes clearer without the bulls. When we ac-
knowledge that the bulls were one of the latest additions to the passage,
the thematic tensions between the bulls and the rest of the passage be-
come understandable. The older text was interested in the sacrifices and
the high places where the sacrifices took place, whereas the addition
of the bulls developed the text in another direction. Fourthly, passages
that are directly dependent on I Reg 12–13 imply a dependence on a ver-
sion where the high places still had a prominent position. After the
addition of the bulls, the high places were marginalized. Fifthly, techni-
cal and other literary critical considerations in vv. 27–31 suggest that
vv. 28aβ–30 were added later.
If one, in spite of these considerations, assumes that the bulls are
part of the oldest text, one would have to explain the evident problems.
So far scholarship has managed to ignore these problems because it has
been an axiomatic assumption that the bulls form the core around
which the rest of the passage was accumulated. That the bulls could be
an addition has not been considered, and therefore the passage has cre-
ated considerable differences of opinion starting from the meaning of
the bulls.
The analysis of I Reg 12,26–33 provides the following picture of
the text’s development. After a building report in v. 25, the original text
portrayed Jeroboam’s problem. The king was concerned that the Israe-
lites would continue to go to Jerusalem to sacrifice, which eventually
would lead them to a return to Rehabeam, the king of Judah. As a
measure to avoid this, Jeroboam founded local temples and appointed
priests for them. This was Jeroboam’s sin and corresponds well with the
evaluation of the Judean kings, who are constantly judged on the basis
of the high places. It is also well in accordance with Deut 12, according
to which there should be only one place of sacrifice. Temples in different
parts of the country would manifestly challenge the centralization of the
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cult. Jeroboam’s sin was more severe than that of the Judean kings, be-
cause it was a fundamental and systematic break with Yahweh’s temple
in Jerusalem. The Judean kings and people were criticized for sacrificing
at the high places, but they also continued to sacrifice in Jerusalem,
which evidently lessened the sin. That Jeroboam also constructed
temples on the high places made the sin even more severe, because they
imply an established religious institution that challenged the temple
of Yahweh in Jerusalem. There is an evident contrast between hvhy=tyb
and the tvmb ytb.
The basic text of the passage can be found in I Reg 12,26–27aαb
(without yngrhv), 28aa, 31a; 13,33b (without b>yv), 34a. This short ac-
count derives from the history writer because otherwise the constant
condemnation of Israel on the basis of Jeroboam’s sin would be incom-
prehensible. There is no indication that the history writer used any
sources for these verses. They contain only ideas that are perfectly in
line with his composition in I–II Reg. Historically speaking the idea that
all local temples in Israel were founded by Jeroboam is absurd. The
author wanted to give the impression that prior to this evil king all Is-
raelites came to Jerusalem to sacrifice and that he led them astray by
constructing all the temples of the high places throughout Israel. By sug-
gesting that Jeroboam also appointed all the priests in these temples, the
author wanted to undermine their authority. The implication is that
only the temple in Jerusalem is a legitimate place of sacrifice and that
only its line of priests is legitimate.
The originally relatively short account of Jeroboam’s sin was later
expanded in v. 31b by an editor who wanted to emphasize that the
priests whom Jeroboam appointed were not even Levites. Similar Leviti-
cal additions have been found in other parts of the Hebrew Bible as well.
The intention of this addition was to further undermine the status of all
temples and cult sites outside Jerusalem. The changed perspective from
the explicitly tvmb-priests to all priests implies that the editor had a dif-
ferent perspective from the author of the basic text.
A further editor added a legend about Jeroboam sacrificing at
Bethel. The origin of this story, which prophesies the desecration of the
high place is unclear,61 but it is evidently connected with the correspond-
ing addition in II Reg 23,15–16, where the desecration is carried out by
Josiah. These additions attempt to undermine the importance of Bethel.
The historical background is a situation where Bethel had begun to re-
place Yahweh’s temple in Jerusalem as Judah’s main cultic site. It is evi-
dent that Bethel had been an important cultic center in the central hill
61 Many scholars assume that the story has an independent history that is based on a local
tradition at Bethel. Thus e.g., Jones, Kings, 261.
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country,62 but after the destruction of Jerusalem it grew further in im-
portance. Also, the population of Judah had begun to shift from around
Jerusalem to Benjamin so that the new population centers, such as Miz-
pah, were very close to Bethel. However, the technical connection be-
tween Jeroboam and Bethel may have been made in II Reg 17,28–32, as
noted above.
Two short additions were made to undermine the New Year’s Feast
celebrated in the North on the 15th of the eighth month. According to
the first addition in v. 32aα* Jeroboam imitated a feast celebrated in
Judah on the same day. In another addition in v. 33a, the author claims
that Jeroboam invented the feast as a New Moon festival and that the
feast was made in honor of the Israelites. Although these additions may
derive from two different pens, both attempted to undermine the festi-
val celebrated in the North.
The idea that Jeroboam made golden bulls and set them in Dan and
Bethel in vv. 28–30 was one of the latest additions to the passage. It was
influenced by the older text according to which Jeroboam was the initi-
ator of various evils. That he was the originator of the most severe sin in
the history writer’s text gave later editors the incentive to ascribe other
sins to him as well. Gradually the originally short account about the
origin of the high places became a list of various evils introduced by Je-
roboam. A similar literary development can be seen in many other parts
of the Hebrew Bible. With further additions to the text, the good kings,
such as Hezekiah or Josiah, became increasingly idealized, whereas the
evil kings, such as Ahab or Zedekiah,63 became more evil. In Jeroboam’s
case, the violator of the centralization law in Deut 12 in the end became
the first king to break the first two commandments. The author was
dependent on the Second Commandment as well as on the younger
prohibitions against making cultic images (Ex 34,11 or possibly also
Lev 19,4).64 In other words, whereas in the older text Jeroboam wanted
to replace Jerusalem as the place of sacrifice, with the addition of the
bulls the king was made responsible for making idols that would replace
Yahweh of Jerusalem. There is a clear shift in concern between the
oldest text and the bulls. The same kind of development can be seen in
many other texts, especially in those where the nomistic and other late
additions are substantial (e.g., II Reg 17 and 23). The older text criti-
cized the kings for the people sacrificing in a wrong place, whereas the
62 See Gen 28,18–22; 35,1–3; Am 7,3 (hkcm hklmm tybv Xvh „lm >dqm).
63 For example, in the Alexandrian tradition of the LXX in Jeremiah, Zedekiah is grad-
ually made one of the most evil kings. See H.-J. Stipp, Zedekiah in the Book of Jere-
miah: On the Formation of a Biblical Character, CBQ 58 (1996), 632–38.
64 For the development of the prohibition against making images, see Köckert, Entste-
hung, 272–290.
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later additions suggested that the main sins were the other gods and the
idols. The later editors often marginalized the original ideal of the his-
tory writer. I Reg 12–13 is not an exception.
Jeroboam’s bulls have been an isolated and puzzling theme. The
amount of discussion on their meaning indicates how difficult it has
been for scholars to comprehend what was meant. However, there has
been surprisingly little discussion on their relationship to the rest of I–II
Reg. When the bulls are regarded as a late addition, dependent on Ex 32
and on the attack on other gods and idols, their relationship to the rest
of I Reg 12–13 becomes more understandable and many of the problems
concerning the passage melt away.
When the bulls are regarded as a late addition, the history writer’s
motives in the whole of I–II Reg also become clearer. In the cultic sense,
he is primarily interested in the location of sacrifice, as is suggested by
his constant criticism of the high places. The bulls have only confused
this picture, and it has not been possible to see clearly that the history
writer is not interested in the idols or other gods. In fact, many scholars
have shown that the other gods and idols are a late addition throughout
I–II Reg, but Jeroboam’s bulls have remained as an isolated problem.
The problem has usually been solved by assuming – against evidence to
the contrary – that something other than criticism of idols was meant.
The reconstruction presented here would also emphasize the connection
between the history writer’s theology and the cult centralization of
Deut 12. In I–II Reg as well as in Deut 12, the location of sacrifice would
be a theme of central importance, disturbed by later editors.
With the conclusion that Jeroboam’s bulls are one of the latest ad-
ditions to I Reg 12,26–33, there is very little reason to try to speculate
about a possible bull cult at Bethel or Dan during the monarchy, or to
try to find a golden bull in the archaeological excavations at Beitin or
Tel Dan. The whole idea is more probably a late literary construct that
aimed to increase Jeroboam’s sin and thus to ridicule his standing as a
founder of a dynasty in Israel. Of course, this does not exclude the
possibility that there was a bull cult in Bethel, but this remains rather
speculative. At most, one could suggest that there was a bull cult in a
period when the bulls were added to I Reg 12. On the other hand, it is
more probable that the bulls were inspired by Aaron’s bull in Ex 32 and
that the background of the addition is the general criticism of idols and
other gods. This passage, once again, emphasizes the importance of
understanding the history of the text before using the Hebrew Bible as a
historical source.
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According to the Book of Kings, Israel’s gravest transgression was Jeroboam’s sin
(I Reg 12,26–33). Contrary to the starting point in previous research, it is probable that the
bulls are a late addition to the passage. Jeroboam was connected with bulls only at a very
late stage in the development of these books. Prior to their addition, Jeroboam’s sin only re-
ferred to the construction of the temples on the high places. When the bulls are regarded as
an addition, the history writer’s motives in I–II Reg become clearer. In the cultic sense, he is
primarily interested in the location of sacrifice. There is also little reason to try to speculate
about a possible bull cult at Bethel or Dan. The whole idea may be a late literary construct
that aimed to increase Jeroboam’s sin and to ridicule his standing as a founder of a dynasty
in Israel.
Selon le livre des Rois, la plus grave des transgressions d’Israël fut le péché de Jéro-
boam (I Reg 12,26–33). Contrairement aux présupposés de la recherche actuelle, il est
cependant vraisemblable que la mention des »taureaux« soit une adjonction tardive à ce
passage; ce n’est en effet que dans un stade très avancé de l’évolution du livre des Rois que
Jéroboam fut mis en relation avec les représentations des »taureaux«. Avant ces adjonc-
tions, le péché de Jéroboam ne concernait que la construction de sanctuaires des hauteurs.
Si l’on considère les »taureaux« comme une adjonction, les motivations de l’historiographe
de I–II Reg deviennent plus évidentes: il est d’abord intéressé à la localisation des sacrifices,
au sens cultuel du terme. Il est ainsi peu productif de s’interroger sur un éventuel culte du
taureau à Béthel et à Dan. Toute cette représentation consiste sans doute en une construc-
tion littéraire tardive, qui visait à accroître le péché de Jéroboam et à rendre ainsi sa posi-
tion de fondateur d’une dynastie en Israël ridicule.
Nach dem Buch der Könige war die gravierendste Übertretung Israels die Sünde
Jerobeams (I Reg 12,26–33). Im Gegensatz zum Ausgangspunkt der bisherigen Forschung
ist es wahrscheinlich, dass die Stierbilder einen späteren Zusatz zu dieser Stelle darstellen.
Jerobeam wurde erst in einem sehr späten Stadium der Entwicklung der Königsbücher mit
den Stierbildern in Verbindung gebracht. Vor ihrer Zufügung bezog sich Jerobeams Sünde
nur auf den Bau von Höhenheiligtümern. Wenn die Stierbilder als eine Zufügung angesehen
werden, werden die Motive des Geschichtsschreibers von I–II Reg klarer. Er ist primär an
der Lokalisierung der Opfer im kultischen Sinne interessiert. Auch spricht wenig für den
Versuch, über einen möglichen Stierkult in Bethel und Dan zu spekulieren. Diese ganze Vor-
stellung dürfte eine späte literarische Konstruktion sein, die darauf zielte, Jerobeams Sünde
zu vergrößern und seine Stellung als Gründer einer Dynastie in Israel lächerlich zu machen.
